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Let p(t, x, y) be a symmetric transition density with respect to a a-finite measure m on (E, 8), 
g(x, y) = 1 p(t, x, y ) dt, and Y = {u-finite measures cr 2 0: 1 g(x, y)p(dx)p(dy) <Co}. There exists 
a Gaussian random field @ ={cp,: /1 EM/U) with mean 0 and covariance E ‘p,rp, = 
I g(x, y)p(dx)v(dy). Letting 9(B) = a{~,: F(E’) = 0) we consider necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the Markov property (MP) on sets B, C: g(B), 9(C) c.i. given F(B PC). Of crucial 
importance is the following, proved by Dynkin: E{cp, 14(B)} = ‘p,_, where ~a is the hitting 
distribution of the process corresponding to p, m with initial law CL. Another important fact is 
that ‘pW = cp. iff I*, v have the same potential. Putting these together with an additional transience 
assumption, we present a potential theoretic proof of the following necessary and sufficient 
condition for (MP) on sets B, C: For every x E E, TBnC = TB + ‘T, 00~~ = Tc + T, 06’~~ as. P” 
where, for D E 8, TD is the hitting time of D for the process associated with p, m. This implies 
a necessary condition proved by Dynkin in a recent preprint for the case where B u C = E and 
B, C are finely closed. 
Symmetric Hunt process 
Gaussian random field 
Markov property 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
Markov property of a random field associated with a symmetric process X as 
introduced by Dynkin in [2]. As shall be discussed in Section 3, this provides a 
certain probabilistic solution to an analytic prediction problem in the corresponding 
Dirichlet space. 
We begin with a symmetric transition density p(t, x, y) relative to a measure m 
on (E, %), the state space of the process X. Set 
(CL, v>= J gb, y)p(dxb@y) 
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where 
g(x,y)= pkx,y)dt J 
is the Green function for the process. By the Kolmogorov extension theorem there 
exists a Gaussian random field @ = {cp, : (p, p) < co}, with mean zero and E (pg(py = 
(CL, v). For B E 8 let 9(B) = c+{cp, :  (B') = 0). 0 is said to have the Markov property 
on B, C if S(B), 9(C) are conditionally independent given 9(B n C). 
The two key steps in providing an equivalent path condition for this Markov 
property are as follows: 
(a) E{cp, IF(B)} = qcLe where ,_&B is the hitting distribution of B with initial law 
p (see [2], and (3) below). 
(b) cpw = (py if and only if VW = UV, where Up(x) = 1 g(x, y )p (dy) is the potential 
of /_L. 
Under transience (see Definition 2.4) uniqueness of potentials may be invoked and 
we arrive at the following equivalent condition for the above mentioned Markov 
property: 
TB +TcotiTs = Tc+T,o~~c = TBnC P"- a.s. for every x E E. 
(Here, for D E ‘8, T, is the hitting time of D.) This can be viewed as a certain path 
symmetry of the process X (see Remark (3) in Section 3). One may also think of 
this as an extension of the following fact for symmetric processes with a transition 
density: If B CC, then TB = T, +Tgof?~~ P"- a.s. for x E E. Indeed, since .9(B) and 
9(C) are c.i. given 9(B nC) = 9(B), our condition implies TBnC = TB = 
Tc + TB of&, P"-a.s. Such a path property is of crucial importance in providing a 
probabilistic solution to the generalized Dirichlet problem corresponding to the 
infinitesimal generator of the process. 
The connection with the Dirichlet space D associated to X is the fact that IJk E D 
for (CL, II) < 00, and (Up, UV) = (CL, V) = E ‘p+~(p”, where ( a, *) is the inner product in 
D (see [3] and [4, Section 3.21). In other words, there is an isometry between the 
subspace of D generated by potentials of finite energy ((p, CL) < co) and the Hilbert 
space in L2(P) generated by @. Thus @ is embedded in D. The Markov property 
on B, C is directly translatable to a property concerning orthogonal projections in 
D (see (2) below). 
More specifically, by Theorem 3.1 and results in [4], it follows that D has the 
local property (i.e., (f, g) = 0 whenever supp f, supp g are disjoint compact sets) if 
and only if for every relatively compact open set A, @ has the Markov property 
on x and A'. (For this we must assume X is transient, as above.) 
We refer the reader to [2] for further references and discussion of Markov 
properties of random fields and their applications. 
2. Definitions and proofs 
In all that follows the following assumptions shall be in force. 
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(Al) (E, 8) is a locally compact Hausdorff space with countable base, and 8 = 
B(E) (93 denotes Bore1 sets). 
(A2) m is a positive non-zero Radon measure on (E, S). 
(A3) X, is a Hunt process with state space (E, 8). (Note: We will use notations 
and terminology from [1] without special mention.) 
(A4) p: (0, co) x E x E + R is 9I ((0, co)) x 8 x 8 measurable and satisfies: 
(i) pft, x, y) is the transition density of X relative to m, 
(ii) p(t, x, y) is symmetric, i.e., p(r, x, y) = p(t, y, x), 
(iii) forx,tE(O,CO),p(s+t,x,y)=5m(dz)p(t,x,z)p(t,z,y). 
We shall be concerned with a certain class of measures on (E, ‘8). Following 
Dynkin [2] we give the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. (i) g(x, y) = 50” p(t, x, y) dt. g is called the Green function of X. 
(ii) If *, v are positive u-finite measures on (E, g), then (CL, v)= 
Jp(dx)lv(dy)g(x, Y). 
(iii) If B E %, A(B) = {positive, u-finite p : (p, p) < Co, p (B’) = 0) (i.e., &(I?) is 
comprised of measures with finite g-energy which are carried by B.) We will write 
..& =JU(E). 
Observe that (A4) implies 
(PL, v>= J I*(dx) J v(dy) J dtp(f, x, yl 
=jkwJ v(dy) dr m(dz)& x, z)p($r, y, z) J J 
Thus, if for any cc we set I,u(t,z)=ICc(dx)p(~t,x,z) and A(df,dz)=dtm(dz) we 
have 
tp, u> = J I,J~ dA. 
Hence & = (positive a-finite ~.r: Ip E L’(A)}. Furthermore, (1) implies that (/.L, V) + 
(1) 
(r.~, V) is symmetric and positive semi-definite. Then there exists a Gaussian random 
field (0, P) = {cp,: p E JZZ} such that E cpw = 0 and E cpo,cp, = (p, v) (see Dynkin [2]). 
Definition 2.2. (i) For B E 8, Z’(B) = closed linear span in L’(P) of {cp, : p E Ad(B)}. 
We will write %? = E(E). 
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(ii) For B E Z?, 9(B) = V+(~)?(B)), 9 = 9(E). 
(iii) For B E 27, Pe: X+ x(B) is the orthogonal projection of 2 onto 2’(B). 
Since @ is Gaussian, independence is equivalent to orthogonality. In particular, 
if Y E %, then E{Y I.F’(B)} = PBY (see [Sj). Following Dynkin [2] we say that @ 
has the Markov property on sets B, C E 8 if 
(MP) .9(B) and 9(C) are conditionally independent given 9(B n C). 
Using the fact that @ is Gaussian, then, according to [5], (MP) is equivalent to 
PBPC = PCPB = PB&. (2) 
For p E Jbl, B E 8, Dynkin [2] has shown that &B E A, where wB is defined by: For 
f~ 8’, jf dpB = E@f(X(T,)), where E” = j p(dx)E” and T, = inf{t > 0: X, E B}. Of 
crucial importance in what follows is the following fact proved in [2]: 
P B(P+=(PF~, BEKcLEJU. (3) 
Eqs. (2) and (3) lead directly to the following condition which is equivalent to 
(MP): 
(P(rrc)s = (P(rs)c = (P&*,-K? PLEA. (4) 
Let f E 8’. By the strong Markov property we have 
I f d(Pc)B =Ewf’f(X(Tc + TBoOT~), 
I f d(pB)c =E'"~(X(TB + TcoOT~)), 
I fd ,zBnC = EWf(X(TB,c)). 
Note that we are implicitly making use of the convention that f(A) = 0 where A is 
the ‘cemetery’ point of X. 
Combining (4) and (5) we have the’following. 
Theorem 2.3. The following is a suficient condition for (MP): 
TB +Tco&a =Tc+TgoOTc=TB,c P” a.s., XEE. (6) 
We now turn our attention to the proof that (6) is also necessary for (MP) 
provided X is transient. 
Definition 2.4. (i) For CL g-finite, VP(X) = s F (dy)g(x, y). 
(ii) X is transient if Up < 00 m-a.e. for all finite p << m. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose X is transient. Then there exists a p E.& such that CL is finite 
andp=m. 
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Proof. By [4, Lemma 1.5.11 there exists a finite v such that v = m and UV < 
00 m-a.e. For n > 1 let dp,, =ItUvSn) du. It follows that 
(We may as well assume v(E) = 1.) Let 
CL = E, -&. 
Clearly p is finite and CL = m. Also, 
(l-4 CL)< z &So. 
n,m=l 
In other words, p E.& and the proof is complete. 
According to Dynkin [2, Lemma 3.11, {cp,: /1<< m} is dense in 2°C Since, by (I), 
E (P~L(P, = j I& dh, it follows that for p, I, E Ju, E > 0, qK+Ey = c~,, + EG. Thus, if CL K m 
and v=m, p+sv=m for E>O and (P~+~” + cpW in 5%’ as E + 0. This implies the 
following via Lemma 2.5. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose X is transient. Then {cp, : p is finite, k = m} is dense in 2. 
Combining Lemma 2.6, and (2) and (3) we obtain the following. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose X is transient. Then the following is equivalent to (MP): 
Lemma 2.8. cpw = (py if and only if Up = Uv. 
Proof. It follows from (1) that cp+ = qv if and only if I@ = Iv A-a.e. 
Suppose 4b = (py. Fix x and let f(t, z) =p($, x, z). Then IfIp dh = J fIv dh. But 
J JJ J fI@ dA = dt m(dz)p&, x, z) g(dy)p(kt, Y, z) 
=J JJ wL(dy) dt m(dz)p&, x, z)p&, yz)
Similarly, J fIv dh = Uv(x), and this shows Up = Uv. 
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Conversely, suppose lJ@ = UU. Then 
E(P~(P”=(~,v)= 
Similarly, E (pcL(py = E qCLqCL. 
The next lemma is implied by Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8. 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose X is transient. Then the following is equivalent to (MP): 
U(CLC)B = UbBk = UCLB~C, CL EJU, p finite, I* = m. 
Now, fix p E A, or. = m, and say dp = p dm. Then, for B E ZZ, 
=J JJ @WY) dt m(dx)p(x)EYp(t,x,X(Ts)) 
= J p(dy) J dtEYP,p(X(TB))= j- p(dy)EYUp(X(T,)) 
But since P&p < Up (see [l, Chapter II, (1.3)]), it follows that 
J p(dx)Um(x) 4 J ~Ldy)G(Y)=b,~L)<m. 
Therefore, UpB <a CL-a.e., and Ups<00 m-a.e. [l, Chapter VI, (1.15)] thus 
implies the following. 
Lemma 2.10. Suppose X is transient. The following is equivalent to (MP): 
We now can state and prove the main theorem. 
Theorem 2.11. Suppose X is transient. Then (6) is equivalent to (MP). 
Proof. The sufficiency is the content of Theorem 2.3. Thus, suppose (MP). By 
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.10 there exists a p E A, p finite, I_L = m such that (pC)B = (~n)~ = 
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FBnC. For the time being we will concentrate on the second equality. By (5), 
E’“f(X(TB+Tc”BT,))=E~~(X(TB,c)) forallfE%+. 
In what follows we set T = TB + TcOBT~. According to [l, Chapter II, (3.3)], 
(B n C) -(B n C)’ is semi-polar. Thus by [4, Theorem 4.2.31, (B n C) -(B n C)’ 
is polar relative to P” and hence to P”. (Actually, since X is symmetric with a 
transition density it follows from [4, Theorem 4.2.21 that (B n C)- (B nC)’ is 
polar. However this stronger result is not needed here as discussed further in remark 
(2) in Section 3). This implies that TBnc = TB + TBnC oBT, PW-a.s. by [l, Chapter 
I, (11.4)]. Hence T d TBnc PC” -a.s. By similar reasoning as above we obtain TBnc = 
T f TB nC 0 & P” -a.s. 
Now let f(x) = P*{TB,c > 0). Then 
since 
X(TB,c) E (B n C)’ on {TBrrc <a} P*-a.s. 
(see [l, Chapter I, (11.4)]). Thus T = TBnc P“-a.s. Since tc. =m, P”{T< TB~cI= 
0 for m-a.e. x. But then if x E E, t > 0, 
O= m(d~)p(t,~,~)PY{T<T~,~}~EXPX~L~{T<T~n~} 
I 
=P”{To@, < TB~co@~}. 
Since TOO, + T and TBnc 06, + TB,c as t + 0, then letting t + 0 and using Fatou’s 
lemma we obtain P”{T < TB,c} = 0. Similarly, PX{TBnc < T} = 0. (Note: the latter 
argument making use of Fatou’s lemma is a slight variation of one found in the 
appendix to [3]. In other words, TB + T, oOTs = TBnc P”- a.s., x E E. 
Similarly, Tc + TB 0 0~~ = TB no Px-as., x E E, and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 2.12. Suppose X is transient. Then (MP) is equivalent to 
T Br\c = TB v Tc P”-a.s., x E E. 
Proof. Suppose (MP). By Theorem 2.11, for all x E E, 
TB+Tc~@T~ =Tc+TBot’Tc = TBnC P” -a.s. 
Thus the same equality holds Pm-a.s. Since B -B’ and C - C’ are polar relative 
to P”, then by a reasoning similar to that used in Theorem 2.11, T, = TC + TB 00~~ 
on {Tc G TB} Pm-a.s. and T, = TB + T,o&-~ on {TB G T,} P,,,-a.s. Hence TBnC = 
TB v Tc Pm-a.s., and it follows that P”{TB v Tc < TB,c}= 0 for m-a.e. x. As in 
Theorem 2.11, 0 = P”{TB 00, v Tc 00~ < TBnC o&} for each x, t, and by letting t + 0 
we get P”{TB v Tc < TB,c} = 0. This gives TB,c = TB v Tc P*-a.s., x E E. 
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Conversely, suppose TB v Tc = TBnC P*-as., x E E. Then the same holds Pm-a.s. 
As above, Ts = Tc + Ts oOTc on {T, G T,} Pm-a.s., and hence T~,c = Tc + TLS 00~~ 
on {Tc s TB} Pm-as. But since Tc + TBoOTc s TBnC Pm-a.s. and Tc = Ts,c on 
{TB s Tc} Pm-a.s., then Tent = Tc + TBoOTc on{TB s Tc} Pm-a.s. Hence TBnc = 
T,= + T,oO, Pm-a.s. Similarly, TBnC = Ts + T c ofIT, Pm-a.s. Proceeding as in 
Theorem 2.11 we obtain Ts + Tc oOTs = Tc + T, o&, = TBnC PX-a.s., x E E. Hence 
Theorem 2.3 implies (MP). 
3. Remarks 
(1) The condition TBnC = Ts v Tc P”-a.s., x E E, is precisely [2,6.1B]. Indeed, the 
sufficiency of this condition is shown there. 
(2) As remarked in the course of the proof of Theorem 2.11, we actually know 
that B -B’ is polar for each B E 8 under the assumption of a transition density. 
However, this fact is not needed in any of the above proofs. 
In particular, suppose we still assume X is symmetric (in the sense of [4, Section 
1.41) but drop the assumption of a density. Making use of [4, Section 3.21 one 
could still define a Gaussian random field indexed by measures of finite energy 
integral and then ask for necessary and sufficient condition for (MP). It seems 
reasonable to expect that in this case a necessary and sufficient condition would 
be: TB + T~oOT~ = Tc + TBoOTc = TBnc Pm-a.s., since all that would be needed is 
the fact that semi-polar sets are Pm-polar. 
(3) Theorem 2.11 says, loosely, that (MP) is equivalent to the fact that once X 
hits B is cannot hit C before hitting B n C, the same being true with B and C 
interchanged. Now, by the symmetry of the definition of conditional independence, 
(2) is equivalent to Pent = PBpc and also equivalent to PBnC = PcPB. Thus, proceed- 
ing as before, we obtain that, under transcience, (MP) is equivalent to [T, + 
Tc o OTB = TBnC PX-a.s.,x E E]andalsoequivalentto[Tc + TBoOTc = Ts,c Px-a.~., 
x E E]. Hence Ts + TcoOTB = Te,c PX-a.s., x E E if and only if T, + TB 0 0~~ = 
T BnC P”- a.s., x E E, which can be viewed as a ‘path symmetry’ property in view 
of the above loose interpretation. 
(4) Suppose (MP) holds whenever B = A, C = A’ for A a relatively compact open 
set. By Theorem 2.11, if x E A, then T c = TBnC = TaA, B n C = 8A. By [4, Lemma 
4.5.11 the corresponding Dirichlet form has the local property and in turn, by [4, 
Theorem 4.5.11 X has a realization with continuous sample paths. 
Conversely, if X has continuous sample paths, then it is clear that TBnc = T, v T, 
for B, C as above. By Corollary 2.12, (MP) holds for such B, C. 
Thus we have the following application. 
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Theorem 3.1. The following assumptions are equivalent if X is transient: 
(i) Xcan be realized with continuous sample paths. 
(ii) For every relatively compact open set A, (MP) holds with B = A and C = A’. 
(5) As discussed in [2], we can think of Theorem 2.11 as the probabilistic solution 
to the prediction (or interpolation) problem: When can the values of @ on B be 
best predicted given the values of @ on C by predicting only given the values on 
BnC? 
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